SECURITY
PROGRAMS
FIND AND FIX VULNERABILITIES
Comprehensive visibility into your organization’s attack surface is critical to cybersecurity
success. CBI’s Advanced Testing Services (ATS) leverage Red Team strategies that combine
automation, sophisticated manual techniques, and the latest tools available to identify
security weaknesses in your environment and evaluate your defenses.

OFFERINGS
PENETRATION TESTING

CBI’s penetration testing services actively exploit architectural weaknesses and configuration
vulnerabilities to determine how effectively your security controls perform. We have a
passion for collaboration, working shoulder to shoulder with defenders and the business to
understand your objectives and better evaluate your ability to detect and respond to threats.
We leverage internal, commercial, community and open-source threat intelligence to test
the performance of your security investments during a real-world attack.

Advanced Testing
Services Portal
• Secure, private cloud
environment
• Meets ISO27001/27017/27018,
SOC 1, SOC 2, SOC 3, FIPS140-2
and GDPR requirements
• Connects teams to drive
collaboration and reduce
vulnerability remediation
lead times
• Displays data in an executive
dashboard before, during,
and after a test is performed
• Enables remediation efforts
to begin in real time as results
are documented

We offer a cost-effective Penetration Testing as a Service (PTaaS) delivery platform for
organizations that require frequent testing. Managed through our secure ATS portal, it enables
you to begin remediation efforts in real time as results and notifications are documented by
our team.

APPLICATION TESTING

CBI’s Application Testing Services address sophisticated threats to the application layer with
expert penetration testing of web applications, mobile applications, desktop applications, and
APIs. We combine advanced technology with our team of application testers (all former web
developers) to assess your applications and identify overlooked vulnerabilities and exploits.
Detailed results—including attack simulations—are readily accessible through our secure
Advanced Testing Services (ATS) portal. Developers can consult with us on findings, and retest
discovered vulnerabilities to verify successful remediation.

INCIDENT RESPONSE

CBI’s Incident Response (IR) team incorporates Blue Team strategies and techniques to
help your organization assess incident response readiness, and develop a proactive plan to
minimize damage in the event of a breach.
We offer both on-demand and subscription-based services in tiered response plans to help
you quickly investigate incidents. Our team of highly skilled experts rolls out key technology
that allows us to rapidly triage, remediate, and restore environments with accuracy, and
examine physical and digital evidence to uncover what did or did not happen.

We are available when you need us, with the
added assurance of enhanced service level
agreements between CBI and your organization.

To learn more, contact us at:
800.747.8585 • help@cbisecure.com • cbisecure.com
The CBI logo is a registered trademark of Creative Breakthroughs, Inc.

CBI Services
Architecture, Integration
& Management

Security Programs

Security Products

• Security Architecture

• Penetration Testing

• Application

• Network

• Integration Services

• Ransomware Assessment

• Cloud

• SIEM / UEBA

• Cybersecurity
Staff Augmentation

• Application Testing

• Data

• User

• Incident Response

• Endpoint

• SOCaaS

Core Values
Core values at many companies are written once and put
in a drawer to collect dust. At CBI, we discuss and live by
our core values every day.

Authentic

Client-First

Blue Collar
Work Ethic

PerformanceBased Culture

A²IM Methodology
CBI’s process is based on 30 years of proven approaches and solutions. We listen first, bring
our decades of experience to your challenges, and ensure the solutions we deliver will work
for your current and future needs.
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If you suspect an incident, contact us right away

•

800.747.8585

•

help@cbisecure.com

CBI is a leading cybersecurity advisor to many of the world’s top tier organizations. Founded in 1991, CBI provides innovative, ﬂexible,
and customizable solutions to help ensure data is secure, compliant, and available. We engage in an advisory-led approach to safeguard
our clients against the ever-changing threat landscape—giving them comprehensive visibility into their entire security program and
helping them avoid cyber challenges before they can impact their data, business, and brand. We are dedicated to the relentless pursuit of
mitigating risks and elevating corporate security for a multitude of industries and companies of all sizes.
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